


KJV Bible Word Studies for BOOZ



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

Booz 1003 # Booz {bo-oz'}; of Hebrew origin [1162]; Booz, (i.e. Boaz), an Israelite: -- {Booz}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

Booz 1003 - Booz {bo-oz'}; of Hebrew origin [1162]; Booz, (i.e. Boaz), an Israelite: -- {Booz}. 

Booz 1003 - Booz {bo-oz'}; of Hebrew origin [1162]; {Booz}, (i.e. Boaz), an Israelite: -- Booz. 

Booz 1003 - {Booz} {bo-oz'}; of Hebrew origin [1162]; Booz, (i.e. Boaz), an Israelite: -- Booz. 

{booz} 00936 ## buwz {{booz}} ; a primitive root ; to disrespect : -- contemn , despise , X utterly . 

{booz} 00937 ## buwz {{booz}} ; from 00936 ; disrespect : -- contempt (- uously) , despised , shamed . 

{booz} 00938 ## Buwz {{booz}} ; the same as 00937 ; Buz , the name of a son of Nahor , and of an Israelite : 
-- Buz . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

1003 + Booz + and Booz + which was the son of Booz +/ . Booz {bo-oz'}; of Hebrew origin [ 1162 + prayer + 
prayers + request + by prayer + up prayers + and prayer + and prayers + supplications + for thy prayer + 
fervent prayer + in supplications + and supplication + And by their prayer + of thee in my prayers + are 
open unto their prayers +/ ]; Booz, (i .e . Boaz), an Israelite: --Booz . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

Booz 1003 ** Booz ** {Booz}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

Booz 1003 Booz * booz , {1003 {Booz} } ,

Booz 1003 {Booz} * booz , {1003 Booz } ,

booz 1003 Booz * {booz} , {1003 Booz } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* booz , 1003 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

booz - 1003 {booz},
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

Booz Luk_03_32 # Which was [the son] of Jesse, which was [the son] of Obed, which was [the son] of Booz, 
which was [the son] of Salmon, which was [the son] of Naasson,

Booz Mat_01_05 # And Salmon begat Booz of Rachab; and Booz begat Obed of Ruth; and Obed begat 
Jesse;

Booz Mat_01_05 # And Salmon begat Booz of Rachab; and Booz begat Obed of Ruth; and Obed begat 
Jesse;



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

Booz begat Obed Mat_01_05 # And Salmon begat Booz of Rachab; and Booz begat Obed of Ruth; and 
Obed begat Jesse;

Booz of Rachab Mat_01_05 # And Salmon begat Booz of Rachab; and Booz begat Obed of Ruth; and Obed 
begat Jesse;

Booz which was Luk_03_32 # Which was [the son] of Jesse, which was [the son] of Obed, which was [the 
son] of Booz, which was [the son] of Salmon, which was [the son] of Naasson,



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

booz begat obed Mat_01_05 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

Booz ^ Mat_01_05 / Booz /^begat Obed of Ruth; and Obed begat Jesse; 

Booz ^ Mat_01_05 / Booz /^of Rachab; and Booz begat Obed of Ruth; and Obed begat Jesse; 

Booz ^ Luk_03_32 / Booz /^which was [the son] of Salmon, which was [the son] of Naasson, 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

-Booz- ......... and Booz 1003 -Booz- > 

-Booz- ......... Booz 1003 -Booz- > 

-Booz- ......... which was the son of Booz 1003 -Booz- > 

Booz ......... and Booz 1003 -Booz-> 

Booz ......... Booz 1003 -Booz-> 

Booz ......... which was the son of Booz 1003 -Booz-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

Booz Luk_03_32 Which was [the son] of Jesse, which was [the son] of Obed, which was [the son] of {Booz}, 
which was [the son] of Salmon, which was [the son] of Naasson, 

Booz Mat_01_05 And Salmon begat Booz of Rachab; and {Booz} begat Obed of Ruth; and Obed begat 
Jesse; 

Booz Mat_01_05 And Salmon begat {Booz} of Rachab; and Booz begat Obed of Ruth; and Obed begat 
Jesse; 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

Booz ^ Luk_03_32 Which was the son of Jesse <2421>, which was the son of Obed <5601>, which was the 
son of {Booz} <1003>, which was the son of Salmon <4533>, which was the son of Naasson <3476>, 

Booz ^ Mat_01_05 And <1161> Salmon <4533> begat <1080> (5656) Booz <1003> of <1537> Rachab 
<4477>; and <1161> {Booz} <1003> begat <1080> (5656) Obed <5601> of <1537> Ruth <4503>; and <1161>
Obed <5601> begat <1080> (5656) Jesse <2421>; 

Booz ^ Mat_01_05 And <1161> Salmon <4533> begat <1080> (5656) {Booz} <1003> of <1537> Rachab 
<4477>; and <1161> Booz <1003> begat <1080> (5656) Obed <5601> of <1537> Ruth <4503>; and <1161> 
Obed <5601> begat <1080> (5656) Jesse <2421>; 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

-Booz Luk_03_32 Which was [ the son ] of Jesse 2421 -Iessai - , which was [ the son ] of Obed 5601 -Obed - , which was [ the son ] of Booz 1003 {-Booz} - , which was [ the son ] of Salmon 4533 -Salmon - , which was [ the 
son ] of Naasson 3476 -Naasson - , 

-Booz Mat_01_05 And Salmon (4533 -Salmon -) begat (1080 -gennao -) Booz (1003 -Booz -) of Rachab (4477 -Rhachab -) ; and Booz (1003 {-Booz} -) begat (1080 -gennao -) Obed (5601 -Obed -) of Ruth (4503 -Rhouth -) ; 
and Obed (5601 -Obed -) begat (1080 -gennao -) Jesse (2421 -Iessai -) ; 

-Booz Mat_01_05 And Salmon (4533 -Salmon -) begat (1080 -gennao -) Booz (1003 {-Booz} -) of Rachab (4477 -Rhachab -) ; and Booz (1003 -Booz -) begat (1080 -gennao -) Obed (5601 -Obed -) of Ruth (4503 -Rhouth -) ; 
and Obed (5601 -Obed -) begat (1080 -gennao -) Jesse (2421 -Iessai -) ; 

Booz Luk_03_32 Which was [ the son ] of Jesse 2421 -Iessai - , which was [ the son ] of Obed 5601 -Obed - , which was [ the son ] of {Booz} 1003 -Booz - , which was [ the son ] of Salmon 4533 -Salmon - , which was [ the son
] of Naasson 3476 -Naasson - , 

Booz Mat_01_05 And Salmon (4533 -Salmon -) begat (1080 -gennao -) Booz (1003 -Booz -) of Rachab (4477 -Rhachab -) ; and {Booz} (1003 -Booz -) begat (1080 -gennao -) Obed (5601 -Obed -) of Ruth (4503 -Rhouth -) ; 
and Obed (5601 -Obed -) begat (1080 -gennao -) Jesse (2421 -Iessai -) ; 

Booz Mat_01_05 And Salmon (4533 -Salmon -) begat (1080 -gennao -) {Booz} (1003 -Booz -) of Rachab (4477 -Rhachab -) ; and Booz (1003 -Booz -) begat (1080 -gennao -) Obed (5601 -Obed -) of Ruth (4503 -Rhouth -) ; 
and Obed (5601 -Obed -) begat (1080 -gennao -) Jesse (2421 -Iessai -) ; 
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booz , LU , 3:32 booz , MT , 1:5 , MT , 1:5 Booz 1003 # Booz {bo-oz'}; of Hebrew origin [1162]; Booz, (i.e. 
Boaz), an Israelite: -- {Booz}.[ql Booz Interlinear Index Study Booz MAT 001 005 And Salmon <4533 -Salmon -
> begat <1080 -gennao -> Booz <1003 -Booz -> of Rachab <4477 -Rhachab -> ; and {Booz} <1003 -Booz -> 
begat <1080 -gennao -> Obed <5601 -Obed -> of Ruth <4503 -Rhouth -> ; and Obed <5601 -Obed -> begat 
<1080 - gennao -> Jesse <2421 -Iessai -> ; Booz MAT 001 005 And Salmon <4533 -Salmon -> begat <1080 -
gennao -> {Booz} <1003 -Booz -> of Rachab <4477 -Rhachab -> ; and Booz <1003 -Booz -> begat <1080 -
gennao -> Obed <5601 -Obed -> of Ruth <4503 -Rhouth -> ; and Obed <5601 -Obed -> begat <1080 - gennao -> 
Jesse <2421 -Iessai -> ; Booz LUK 003 032 Which was [ the son ] of Jesse 2421 -Iessai - , which was [ the son ] 
of Obed 5601 -Obed - , which was [ the son ] of {Booz} 1003 -Booz - , which was [ the son ] of Salmon 4533 - 
Salmon - , which was [ the son ] of Naasson 3476 -Naasson - , booz begat obed * booz , 1003 , * booz , 1003 
Booz , booz -1003 {booz}, Booz 1003 ** Booz ** {Booz}. -Booz- ......... and Booz 1003 -Booz- > -Booz- ......... 
Booz 1003 -Booz- > -Booz- ......... which was the son of Booz 1003 -Booz- > Booz ......... and Booz 1003 -Booz-> 
Booz ......... Booz 1003 -Booz-> Booz ......... which was the son of Booz 1003 -Booz-> 1003 - Booz - Mt 01:05 
Booz 1003 - Booz - Mt 01:05 Booz 1003 - Booz - Lu 03:32 Booz Booz 1003 # Booz {bo-oz'}; of Hebrew origin 
[1162]; Booz, (i.e. Boaz), an Israelite: -- {Booz}.[ql Booz 001 005 Mat /${Booz /begat Obed of Ruth ; and Obed 
begat Jesse ; Booz 001 005 Mat /${Booz /of Rachab ; and Booz begat Obed of Ruth ; and Obed begat Jesse ; Booz
003 032 Luk /${Booz /which was the son of Salmon , which was the son of Naasson , booz And Salmon begat 
Booz of Rachab; and {Booz} begat Obed of Ruth; and Obed begat Jesse; booz And Salmon begat {Booz} of 
Rachab; and Booz begat Obed of Ruth; and Obed begat Jesse; booz Which was the son] of Jesse, which was the 
son] of Obed, which was the son] of {Booz}, which was the son] of Salmon, which was the son] of Naasson, 



booz , LU , 3:32 booz , MT , 1:5 , MT , 1:5



Booz 1003 # Booz {bo-oz'}; of Hebrew origin [1162]; Booz, (i.e. Boaz), an Israelite: -- {Booz}.[ql



* booz , 1003 Booz ,



booz -1003 {booz},





Booz 1003 ** Booz ** {Booz}.



1003 - Booz - Mt 01:05 Booz 1003 - Booz - Mt 01:05 Booz 1003 - Booz - Lu 03:32 Booz



-Booz- ......... and Booz 1003 -Booz- > -Booz- ......... Booz 1003 -Booz- > -Booz- ......... which was the son of 
Booz 1003 -Booz- > Booz ......... and Booz 1003 -Booz-> Booz ......... Booz 1003 -Booz-> Booz ......... which was 
the son of Booz 1003 -Booz->



Booz 1003 # Booz {bo-oz'}; of Hebrew origin [1162]; Booz, (i.e. Boaz), an Israelite: -- {Booz}.[ql
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Booz Interlinear Index Study Booz MAT 001 005 And Salmon <4533 -Salmon -> begat <1080 -gennao -> Booz 
<1003 -Booz -> of Rachab <4477 -Rhachab -> ; and {Booz} <1003 -Booz -> begat <1080 -gennao -> Obed 
<5601 -Obed -> of Ruth <4503 -Rhouth -> ; and Obed <5601 -Obed -> begat <1080 - gennao -> Jesse <2421 -
Iessai -> ; Booz MAT 001 005 And Salmon <4533 -Salmon -> begat <1080 -gennao -> {Booz} <1003 -Booz -> 
of Rachab <4477 -Rhachab -> ; and Booz <1003 -Booz -> begat <1080 -gennao -> Obed <5601 -Obed -> of Ruth 
<4503 -Rhouth -> ; and Obed <5601 -Obed -> begat <1080 - gennao -> Jesse <2421 -Iessai -> ; Booz LUK 003 
032 Which was [ the son ] of Jesse 2421 -Iessai - , which was [ the son ] of Obed 5601 -Obed - , which was [ the 
son ] of {Booz} 1003 -Booz - , which was [ the son ] of Salmon 4533 - Salmon - , which was [ the son ] of 
Naasson 3476 -Naasson - ,



booz begat obed 



Booz Mat_01_05 /${Booz /begat Obed of Ruth ; and Obed begat Jesse ; Booz Mat_01_05 /${Booz /of Rachab ; 
and Booz begat Obed of Ruth ; and Obed begat Jesse ; Booz Luk_03_32 /${Booz /which was the son of Salmon , 
which was the son of Naasson ,





* booz , 1003 , 



booz And Salmon begat Booz of Rachab; and {Booz} begat Obed of Ruth; and Obed begat Jesse; booz And 
Salmon begat {Booz} of Rachab; and Booz begat Obed of Ruth; and Obed begat Jesse; booz Which was the son] 
of Jesse, which was the son] of Obed, which was the son] of {Booz}, which was the son] of Salmon, which was 
the son] of Naasson,
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